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THE FREE BOUNDARY
FOR ELASTIC-PLASTIC TORSION PROBLEMS1
BY
AVNER FRIEDMAN AND GIANNI A. POZZI
Abstract.

Consider the variational inequality: Find u e. K such that f ßVu • V(c
- .«) > n/e(c - u) (¡i > 0) for any v e K, where K = {w e H¿(Q); \Vw\ < 1}
and Q is a 2-dimensional simply connected domain in R2 with piecewise C3
boundary. The solution u represents the stress function in a torsion problem of an
elastic-plastic bar with cross section Q. The sets E = {x G Q; |Vu(jc)| < 1},
P — {x e Q; \Vu(x)\ = 1} are the elastic and plastic sets respectively. The purpose
of this paper is to study the free boundary äinöl
more specifically, an estimate
is derived on the number of points of local maximum of the free boundary.

0. Introduction. Consider the variational inequality described in the abstract, and
denote by V¡ the vertices of dQ, i.e. the points where dQ is not C3. If dQ makes a
turn > 77 as V¡ is crossed then V¡ is called a reentrant corner; otherwise it is a
nonreentrant corner.
Let A be a line segment lying on dQ, say on x2 = 0. Denote by dx the
Xj-derivative of the distance function d(x) to dQ, x G Q, and assume that the
number of changes of sign from plus to minus of dx along dQ \X is a finite
number k. It is known [4] that the plastic set is connected to dQ and, in fact, it is
made up of "loops"

{3cG Q; d(x, dQ ) = d(x,f(s)) < h(s), s G 77,}
where tt, are arcs along dQ, dQ is given by x = f(s), and/(s) is the unique nearest
point on dQ to x. By [3], the number of tt¡ in X with mutually disjoint interior is
finite. Denote by N¡ the number of points of local maximum of h(s), s G tt¡.
In this paper it is proved that

S *f,<h-

(0.1)

17/CA

In Part I we prove this result in case all the vertices V¡ are nonreentrant corners. In
Part II the general case is considered; it is also proved that a similar formula holds
for the curve r = p¡(9) representing the free boundary which is based on the
reentrant corner V¡ (see [4]), i.e.

M¡ < k¡

(0.2)

where M¡ is the number of points of local maximum of p¡(0) and k¡ is the number
of changes of sign from plus to minus of dd/dO along 8Q \ V¡.
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The method for proving (0.1), (0.2) is based on analysis of the level curves
du/dxx = 0 and ue = 0, respectively, in the elastic set. This study is carried out in

§3.
Part I. No reentrant

corners

1. Preliminaries. Consider the variational inequality: find u such that

f Vu- V(ü - u)dx > ¡if (v - u)dx

JQ

JQ

Vdëî:,

u G K,

(1.1)

where Q is a bounded simply connected domain in R 2 and K is the convex set

ï-{i)Ê

rV¿-2(Q); |Vt)| < 1 a.e.}.

(1.2)

We recall [2] that the solution u coincides with the solution of the variational
inequality (1.1) with K replaced by the convex set K0 given by

K0={veWr\-2(Q);v<d}

(1.3)

where d — d(x) = distance from x to dQ. Further, by [5] (also by the method of

[1]) u G W&°(Q).
For any x° G dQ, if dQ is in C3 in a neighborhood of x° then d(x) is in C2 in
some (^-neighborhood of x°. By the W2,p theory for variational inequalities with C2
constraint it follows that u is in W2p in some g-neighborhood N of x°, for any
p < oo. (Actually u is in W2'°°(N); this can be proved by extending the method of
[1] (oral communication from H. Brezis), but it will not be needed here.)

The sets
E = {x G ß; \Vu(x)\ < 1}, P = {x G Q; \Vu(x)\ = 1}
are called respectively the elastic and plastic subsets of Q.

We shall assume:
dQ consists of C3 disjoint arcs Sx, . . ., ST such that the
terminal endpoint Vt of S¡ coincides with the initial

(1-4)

endpoint of Si+X (l < / < t; St+, = S,).
We denote by a, the angle formed at V¡ by S¡ and Si+X, which opens into Q. If
a, > it we call V¡ a reentrant corner and, if a, > it, a strict reentrant corner; if
a¡ < it, Vj is called a nonreentrant corner.
A point x° G Ö is said to belong to the ridge R if, for any neighborhood A^of x°,

d(x) is not in W2-°°(N). We recall [3] that

E nQ= {x<EQ;u(x)<d(x)};
P n Q = {x e Q; u(x) = d(x)};
every nonreentrant

corner has a 5-neighborhood

such that Gs n Ô is elastic;

Äc£.

(1.5)
(1.6)
G*

(1.7)

(1.8)
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The last fact implies that
if x° G P n Q then there is a unique point v° G dQ

,

.

such that ¿(x°) = |x°-y°|;

further (see [8]; also [3])
the entire interval x^0 is plastic.

(110)

We introduce the length parameter í along 3^, 0 < s < L, so that 5=0 and
s = L correspond to the vertex VT, and as s increases the curves 5,, S2, . . . are
traced in this order. We can represent dQ in the form x = f(s) (0 < s < L) where

x = (jcj, x2),f=

(fx,f2); let S; be the value of s for which/(s,) = V¡, 1 < i < t, and

write s0 = 0,VQ=

VT.

At each point/(j),
consider the ray

s ¥= s¡, denote by v(s) the unit inner normal to dQ at f(s), and

x = f(s) + v(s)p
(p > 0).
The following facts follow from [3, §2].
Let s ¥= s¡. For any p0 > 0, if for each 0 < p < p0, the point f(s) + v(s)p has a
unique nearest point to dQ, then this nearest point (does not depend on p and it) is
precisely the point/(j);

further, the interval ls = {f(s) + v(s)p, 0 < p < p0} does

not intersect the ridge.
Suppose next that f(s) + v(s)p0 has more than one nearest point to dQ, and let
px(s) = inf p0 for all p0 with this property. Then the point/(j)

+ v(s)px(s) is in the

ridge and it is thus in E.
In Part I we assume that

all the V¡ are nonreentrant corners.

(1.11)

It will be convenient to define v(s¡) as a fixed unit vector at V¡ pointing into Q.

From (1.7), (1.9), (1.10) it then follows that

P n Q = {f(s) + v(s)p, 0 <p<

h(s), j,_, < s < s„ 1 < i < t}

(1.12)

where 0 < h(s) < px(s); h(s) = 0 in a neighborhood of each s,.

By [4], if h(s°) > 0 then h is in Ck+ß (or analytic) in a neighborhood of s° if dQ
is Ck+P (or analytic) in a neighborhood of f(s°); 0 < ß < 1. These properties imply
the continuity of h(s) for all s.
It follows that there exist a countable number of disjoint intervals {a, < s < /?,}
such that h(s) > 0 if and only if a. < í < ßj for somey. Hence

P nQ=

U (P,nQ)

(1.13)

7

where

P = {f(s) + v(s)p, 0 < p < h(s); aj<s

< ßj).

(1.14)

Each Pj is called a.plastic loop (or briefly a loop) with base {f(s), a, < s < ßj); if
the base belongs to some arc a, a c 3(?, then we also say that Pj is based on a. The
following fact is proved in [3] (without assuming (1.11)).
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If S¡ is a line segment then there are only a finite
J
number of loops based on Sj.

(1.15)

The purpose of Part I is to obtain an estimate on the number of loops based on
Sj, under the assumption (1.11).

2. Statement of the main result. We choose our notation so that X = Sx, and

X= {(xx,0);0<

xx<b),

V0=(b,0),

Vx=(0,0);

we set y = S2 U • • • U ST, so that y is given by x = f(s), sx < s < L. Note that X
is also given by x = f(s), 0 < s < sx where b = sx, fx(s) = b — s, f2(s) = 0. We
assume that a ^-neighborhood of X lies in x2 > 0, i.e. moving along dQ with

increasing s, the domain Q is on the right.
The distance function d(x) is differentiable along x = f(s), s ¥=s¡. Set

dx(s) = ^-(f(s))

ds + s,,

dx(Si) = (dd/dxx)(f(st + 0))

(1< i < r).

We shall assume that
the set {s; dx(s) = 0, 0 < s < L} consists of a finite

,

number of points A, and intervals Jk.

It follows that dx(s) changes sign (from positive to negative or vice versa) a finite
number of times. Set
k = number of times dx(s) changes sign from positive to
negative values as 5 increases from s = sxtos

= L.

Denote by Px, . . . , Pm the loops based on X. Then

Pj = {(xi< xi)' 0 < x2 < <p(xx), üj < x < bj)
where we take 0 < ax < bx < a2 < b2 < ...

< am < bm < b. The function

<p(x,) is

positive and analytic in each interval a,< xx < bj-, it is continuous and equal to
zero at xx = a-, xx = bj. We extend it by zero to the entire interval 0 < xx < b.

Set
m

Px = \J Pjy
dPx = boundary of P\
y-i
XP = dPx n dQ (the plastic part of X),
XE = X \ XP (the elastic part of X),
d0Px = dPx \ XP (the free boundary of the loops based on A).
Similarly we define, for the plastic loops Pm+X, Pm+2, ■■■ based on y,

pt = \J

p.,

3-pv = boundary of Py,

j>m

yp = dPy n dQ (the plastic part of y),
Y£ = y \ yP (the elastic part of y),

d0Py = dPy \ yP (the free boundary of the loops based on y).
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Notice that d0Px = dPx n Q, d0Py = dPy n Q- Set

Ao= X£u V»\

(2.3)

Yo = ÎE U 30/>Y-

(2-4)

These sets are given by /(s) + j»(j)/i(j) with 0 < s < 5, and sx < s < L, respectively.
Let 8(s) be a positive valued continuous function for 0 < s < L such that
8(s¡) = 0 for all i. For any e positive and sufficiently small, the curve f(s) +
v(s)(h(s) + e8(s)) is continuous and without self-intersections, and it lies in E n Q
(sufficiently close to the curve f(s) + v(s)h(s)). Since any point in E n Q can be
connected to this curve by an arc in E n Q, the set E n Q is connected.
Since every point of P can be connected to 3 Q by a line segment lying in P,
E n Q is also simply connected.

Notice that

y0uXQ=d(E

n Q).

(2.5)

The curve \ is also given by
x2 = <p(xx),

0 < xx < b,

with <p(xx)the function introduced above.
In each interval a, < *, < 6,-(1 < y' < m), <p(x) has a certain number A^ of points
where it achieves a local maximum (the local maximum is a local strict maximum,
since <pis analytic).
We can now state the main result of Part I.

Theorem 2.1. Each Nj is a finite number and
m

S Nj < k.

(2.6)

This result immediately yields:
Corollary
2.2. The total number of loops based on X is < k; if m = k then in
each interval a¿ < xx < b} there is a point c, such that q>(xx) is strictly increasing if
Oj < x < Cj, <p(xx) is strictly decreasing if Cj < x < bj.
Corollary
2.3. If Q is a convex polygon then for every side X¡ there is at most one
loop based on X¡ and, if the loop is given by f(s) + v(s)h(s), A¡ <s < B¡, then there is
a number C„ A¡ < C¡ < B¡ such that h(s) is strictly increasing if A¡ < s < C¡, h(s) is
strictly decreasing if C, < s < B¡.

This corollary is a generalization of results obtained in [3] for regular polygons.
3. Auxiliary lemmas. We assume for definiteness that dx(s) > 0 if s > sx, s — sx
small and dx(s) < 0 if L — s is sufficiently small; the auxiliary lemmas will be valid
without this assumption. Setting / = 2k, there is a partition
sx = sxx < sX2 < sX3 <
= s2X < s22 <
= sl+l,l

^ sl+l,2

< sXm¡

• • • < j2m2 = s3,

< s32 < • • • < slm¡

** ' ' ' ** Sl+l,m,+ , = L
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such that
dx(s) > 0

if sxx < s < sX2 (sxx < sx2),

dx(s) = 0

if sX2 < s < sX3

dx(s) > 0

if i1>3 < s < sXA (j,3

dx(s) = 0

if Sx 4 < S < J, 5

(sx 4 < Sx 5),

rf,(i)

if 51>5 < 5 < J, 6

(j1>s < í1>6),

dx(s) < 0

if s2, < 5 < j22

(j2 , < j22),

¿,(¿)

= 0

if j22 < s < s23

(s22 < í23),

dx(s) < 0

if s23 < s < s24

(s23 < s24),

dx(s) < 0

if i/+lil

dx(s) = 0

if sl+xa <s

> 0

(sX2 < i,3),

< sXA),

< s < sl+x<2 (sl+xx < sl+x<2),

< sl+X3

(sl+h2 < 5/+13),

•

(3.1)

Thus dx(s) changes sign at the points sXm¡,s2nj2, . . ., slmi. The vertices Vi (2 < /' < t
— 1) need not necessarily coincide with points/(*, ), i.e. s¡ may be a point in some
interval (srj>, srj!+x). Some of the intervals [s¡,, s¡,+1] where dx = 0 may consist of a

single point.
Consider the function

dx(s) = (dd/dxx)(f(s)

+ v(s)h(s))

(0 < s < L)

(3.2)

at a point s = s° such that s° ¥=s¡ for 1 < i < t, and

dx(s°) > 0.

(3.3)

By continuity, dx(s) > 0 in some interval \s — s°\ < 80. Hence some ß-neighbor-

hood of f(s°) is given by
g(x2) <xx<

g(x2) + 8X, \x2 - x¡\ < 8X,

with xx = g(x2) being a part of dQ, and/(j°) = (g(x% xfy = x°.
Set v° = f(s°) + p(s°)h(s°) = (y?, V23).Suppose h(s°) > 0. Then x° is the nearest
point on dQ to v°. It is clear that, for any 17positive and sufficiently small, the ray
initiating at yv = (y° - t]^^ and in the direction y °x° intersects dQ at (jcJ1,x%) =
xv and ¡x71- yv\ < \x° —y°\; in fact, since g'(x2) is a bounded function,

I*" - y"|<|x°-

y°|- cr,

(c>0).

This implies that d(yv) < d(y°) — cr\, so that

Ms0) = dx¡(y°) > c.

(3.4)
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Since V(m — d) = 0 on the free boundary, we conclude that

"*,(/(*°) + "(s°)h(s°)) = dx(s°) > c> 0 if h(s°) > 0.

(3.5)

By continuity, the relation (3.5) is satisfied also at any point s° such that
h(s°) = 0, and there exists a sequence sk such that
sk^s°,h(sk)>0.

.

.

Suppose next that h(s°) = 0 but (3.6) is not satisfied. Then h(s) = 0 in a
neighborhood of s°. Consequently, there exists a ß-neighborhood W of x° which is
elastic. Since —Am = ft > 0 in W, u > 0 in W, u = 0 on dQ, the strong maximum
principle gives (du/dv(s°))(x°) > 0. Recalling (3.3) we deduce that ux¡(f(s°)) > 0.
We have thus proved, in general, that

if dx(s°) > 0 then dx(s°) > 0,

ux¡(f(s°) + v(s°)h(s°)) > 0.

(3.7)

Similarly one can show that if í/,(j°) < 0 then

dx(s°) < 0,

uXt(f(s°) + v(s°)h(s°)) < 0.

Finally, if dx(s) = 0 in an open interval a <s < ß, then {f(s), a <s < ß) is a line
segment parallel to the Xj-axis; it follows that

dx(s) = 0,

uXi(f(s) + p(s)h(s))

= 0

iia<s<ß.

Set
ux(s) = -^-(/(í)

+ v(s)h(s)),

if s ^ s¡; we also set ux(s¡) =lims^u^s).

0<s<L,

Since V¡ is a nonreentrant

(3.8)
corner, Aw =

- n and u < Cdl+a (a > 0) in a ¿-neighborhood W¡ of V, (by [3]). It follows that
u G C\Wt) and h(s¡) = 0; hence ux(s,) = u^VJ.
Recalling (3.1), we can sum up what we have proved so far in the following
statement.
Lemma 3.1. The assertion (3.1) holds with dx(s) replaced by dx(s) and by ux(s);

further,
dx(s) » ux(s) = 0 ifO < s < sx.

(3.9)

The proof of Lemma 3.1 shows that the partition, into intervals of constant sign,
corresponding to dx(s), ux(s) is actually the same partition as for dx(s) (in (3.1)).
This fact will not be needed later on.
Definition. The points f(s) + v(s)h(s) for which ux(s) = 0 will be called the flat
points of the solution. The set of flat points consists of a finite number of isolated
points (called isolated flat points) and arcs (called flat intervals).
Notice that the flat intervals correspond to [0, sx] and to those intervals [sx2, sx3],
[s,(4>sX5], ... in (3.1) where dx(s) = 0 and which do not reduce to single points.
The function ur is harmonic in E n Q and vanishes on the flat intervals of u.
Hence it has harmonic continuation across any point x° G Q of the free boundary
provided x° lies in the interior of a flat interval. Thus, in particular, uXt has
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harmonic continuation across d0Px. It also has harmonic continuation across any
open line segment of dQ n E which is parallel to the x.-axis.
At each point x° G (E n Q) U 30^x where u (x°) = 0, we can expand the
harmonic function ux in a (2ô)-neighborhood of x°:
oo

uXt= Ar" cos n<p+

2

{Aj^ cos j<p + JB,r>sinyVp)

(r <28)

(3.10)

j-n+l

where A ¥= 0, n a positive integer and (r, <p) are polar coordinates about x°. It
follows that the set {x; ux (x) = 0, \x — x°\ < 8} consists of 2/i analytic arcs

r = Pj(<p)

(3.11)

initiating at x° and terminating on {x; \x — x°\ = 8}. We shall denote by 8*(x°)
the largest possible 8 for which the expansion (3.10) is valid, and take 8 = 5*(x°).
Suppose x° G E n Ô, wx,(x°) = 0, and consider one of the arcs (3.11). If an
endpoint, say x\ lies in E n Q, we continue it by a different arc initiating at xl
and terminating on {x; \x — x[\ = S*(x')}. Proceeding in this way step-by-step,
we obtain a piecewise analytic curve T passing through x° and lying in E n Q; the
construction stops as soon as T hits d(E n ß) (otherwise it continues). We
parametrize T by a parameter t, —oo < t < oo, and denote its equation by

x = r(r).
Notice that T does not have self-intersections. Indeed, otherwise (since E n Q is
simply connected) there is a domain in £ n Q whose boundary is a subset of T.
Since m, = 0 on T, ux = 0 in this domain, which is impossible.
Notice next that if T(t„) -» y° for some sequence tn -» oo (or t„ -» — oo) then
y0 G £ n Q. Indeed, the argument of the previous paragraph shows that y0 G T.
Now if y0 G £ n Ô then r(f„), for all large n, must belong to one of the analytic
curves (3.11) about y°. But then also T(t), for t > tn, lies on this arc, which we
denote by o. For any y G a, 8*(y) > c > 0. Since in each step of the construction
of T, we extend it from a point y to a point lying on \x —y\ = 8*(y) (unless
3(7i n Q) is intersected), we get, by taking y = r(/„) sufficiently close to y°, that y°
lies on T; a conradiction.

Lemma 3.2. TM = lim,^«, T(t) exists and belongs to d(E n Q).
Proof.

Suppose tn -► oo, tn —»oo, and

T(t„)^x°,

T(tn)^y°,

x° *y°.

As shown above, x° and y° must belong to 3(7i no).
tn <tn < t„+x. Introduce

(3.12)
We may assume that

the curves

T„ = {T(t); t„ < t < t„)
and pick a point z" on T„. We may assume, for simplicity, that z = lim :" exists.
By the paragraph preceding Lemma 3.2 we know that z G E n Q. We also have

z & {intA£} U d0Px.

(3.13)
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Indeed, if z G int A,, then ux is harmonic in a neighborhood

T = [x; ux¡(x) = 0, |x - z\ < 28 }
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of z. Hence the set

(for small 8 > 0)

consists of a finite number / of analytic arcs, and therefore T intersects the circle
{\x — z\ = 8} a finite number of times. Since however z" —»z, z" G Tn and (3.12)
holds, T enters and exits the disc {\x — z| < 5} an infinite number of times, a
contradiction.
The same proof also shows that

z does not belong to the interior of any flat interval of u,

(3.14)

so that, in particular, z £ d0Px; thus (3.13) is proved. Notice next that z cannot
belong to any point of dPy where ux(s°) ¥* 0; it also cannot coincide with any point
f(s°) of yE for which ux(s°) ^ 0. Thus, in view of Lemma 3.1, z must belong to the
finite set consisting of the isolated flat points and the endpoints of the flat intervals
of u.
But by specifying z" in different positions on Tn, we may achieve any finite
number of distinct limit points z. Since these points must belong to a given finite
set of points, we get a contradiction.
Lemma 3.2 extends to lim T(t) as t—> — oo. For the sake of reference we
summarize:
Lemma 3.3. Through each point x° G E n Q where ux¡(x°) = 0 there passes a
piecewise analytic curve T = {T(t); —oo <r<
oo} contained in E n Q along which
ux = 0. T has no self-intersections and

Tx = lim T(t),

r_w -

t—KX

lim T(t)
t—»— OO

exist and belong to d(E n Q) = y0 U \>Consider a loop Pj (1 < j < m); it is given by
0 < x2 < <p(xx),

Oj < xx < bj.

Suppose ß is a point of local maximum of <p; then

<p(jc,) < <p(ß )

ifaj<ß-

80<xx<ß

+ 80<bj

(3.15)

for some ô0 > 0.
Lemma 3.4. There is a piecewise analytic curve T = {T(/), 0 < í < oo} initiating at

(ß, <p(ß)) such that T(t) G E n Q for all 0 <t < oo, and ux¡ = 0 along T;T has no
self-intersections, and T^ = lim,^^

T(t) exists and belongs to y0.

Proof. For any small 5 > 0,8 <80,

u(ß-8,<p(ß))<d(ß-8,<p(ß))
= tp(ß),
u(ß + 8,<p(ß))<d(ß
- 8,<p(ß)) = <p(ß).
Hence ux(ß - 8X,<p(ß)) > 0, ux(ß + 82, <p(ß)) < 0 for some 0 < 5„ 52 < 8. By
continuity,
ux(ß - 8x,<p(ß)

+ e) > 0,

if e > 0 is sufficiently small. Consequently

ux(ß + 82,<p(ß)

+ e) < 0

there is a number 8t, —8x<8e<82
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such that
ux(ß + 8e,<p(ß) + e) = 0.

(3.16)

The function ux is harmonic in a neighborhood of (ß, <p(ß)) and thus has an
expansion (3.10) about this point. It follows that the set {ux¡ = 0} in a neighborhood of (/?, <p(ß)) is given by 2n analytic arcs (3.11). In view of (3.16), at least one
of these arcs has a subarc initiating at (ß, qp(/3))>which is contained in E n Q,
except for its initial point. Continuing this subarc in E n Q, the proof of the
lemma (except for the last statement) now follows as in the case of the preceding
lemma. The fact that Tx £ A0 follows by noting that if Tx G An then there is a
domain in E bounded by T and a part of Xq, such that uXi = 0 on its boundary;
hence ux = 0, which is impossible. We use here the fact that u G CX(Q). (Notice
that in a ß-neighborhood
of a vertex, A» = — fx, u < Cdl+a [3], so that u G
Cl + ',0<v<a.)
4. Proof of Theorem 2.1. Suppose first that dx(s) on (sx, L) is positive near s = sx,
negative near s = L, and k = 1.
Denote by y0(s', s") the portion of y0 corresponding to s' < s < s", and denote
by y0(s) the point of y0 corresponding to s.
Suppose there is a curve I" as in Lemma 3.3 such that T_x and T^ both he on y0.

Thus
T-« = Yo(°i).

r=o = YcM).

sx<ax<a2<

Denote by y, the curve obtained from y0 by replacing
parametrize V by the parameter s,ax < s < a2.

L.
y0(ff,, Oj) by T, and

Denote by Ex the domain bounded by Xq, y, and suppose that there exists a
curve of the type T, say T1, in Ex, such that Tl_x, T1^lie in y,. We modify y, into a
curve y2 obtained by replacing the part of y, from rL«, to T^ by T1. We again
parametrize T1 by s so that y2 is parametrized by s, sx < s < L. We can repeat this
process step-by-step. Note however that the points T_ao, TM cannot coincide or he
in the same flat interval of u (otherwise ux = 0 in some domain). Similarly TL«,
and T^ do not lie on an arc of y, along which ux = 0, etc. Recalling Lemma 3.1
we conclude that the process of constructing the curves y7 must end at somey. Thus
no curves TJ (as in Lemma 3.3) which he in the domain bounded by Aq, y7 and
along which ux — 0, can satisfy TJ_X, Tjx lie on y,.

For simplicity of notation we shall assume that

Y, = Yo!

(4.1)

thus we shall prove the theorem under the assumption that

there is no curve as in Lemma 3.3 such that both r_0O and T^ he on y0; (4.2)

the proof in casey > 0 is the same.
Consider the curve T defined in Lemma 3.4. Let TM = y0(j°), 5, < i° < L.
Denote by A01the part of Xqfrom (0, 0) to (ß, <p(ß)) and by A^ the arc Ar,\ Aq,.
Also, denote by D, the domain bounded by y0(sx,s°), Aq,, T and by D2 the domain
bounded by y°(j°, L), X^, T.
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Consider first the case where

m,(í) > 0

if sx < s < s°,

w,(í) < 0 ifs° <s <L.

(4.3)

By the maximum principle,

ux¡>0

mDv

(4.4)

uXi < 0

in D2.

(4.5)

From (4.4) it follows that (u — d)x > 0 in the subset of Z>, consisting of all points
x for which d(x) = x2. This inequality easily implies that

the function x2 = <p(xx) is monotone increasing for 0 < x, < /?.

(4.6)

Similarly, we deduce from (4.5) that
the function x2 = <p(*,) is monotone decreasing for ß < x, < b.

It follows
maximum.
Suppose
s° <s* <

(4.7)

that there can be at most one loop and that <p(x,) has a unique strict
Thus the proof of the theorem is complete in this case.
next that (4.3) is not satisfied. Assume for definiteness that for some s*,
L,
u^s)

> 0

iîsx<s<s*,

ux(s) hé 0

ifs°<s<s*,

m,(í) < 0 if s* < s < s* + 8 for some small 8 > 0,

i/,(i) < 0 if s* < s < L.

(4.8)

Then the assertion (4.6) follows as before.
Since ux(s) changes sign along y0(j°, L), there is a curve T, in D2 along which
ux = 0. By (4.2), r,(— oo) and r,(oo) cannot both lie on y0(s°, L). They also cannot

both lie in \2. Hence we may take r,(— oo) e \q2> ^(co) e y0(s°, L)- Let o, be
defined by y0(o,) = r,(oo). If m,(í) changes sign along y0(s°, a1) (or along y0(ai, L))
then we can construct a curve T2 along which ux = 0, lying in the region bounded
by T, T,, y0(s°, a1) (or y0(al, L)) and a part of A^. For this curve,
r2(-

oo) £ A«»,

T2(oo) = y0(o2) e y(s°, a1)

(or y0(o2) £ y0(o\ s*)).

Again if w,(i) changes sign along one of the arcs y0(s°' °2)> Vo(ct2'^) (or
y0(al, a2), y0(a2, L)) then we can construct a curve r3, along which ux = 0, which
starts on Aq2and ends at the corresponding arc, at a point a3, etc. Since no two
terminal points of curves T, can lie in the same flat interval, the process of
constructing curves T¡ must terminate. This implies that there is a curve, say I\,
with Tj( —oo) G Am, Tj(oo) = Yr/oy) such that s° < Oj < s* and ux(s) =0
on
Y0(o,, s*). Consequently ux(s) < 0 on y0(oj, L) and m,(í) > 0 on y0(sv o¿).
The argument following (4.3) now shows that <p(x,) is monotone increasing for
0 < x, < 5 and monotone decreasing for 5 < x, < b, where ry(— oo) = (8, <p(8)).
This completes the proof (in case k — 1) and incidentally shows (since 5 must
coincide with ß) that T\ must coincide with T, i.e. s° = Oj.
Consider now the case of general k. Let ßj (1 < j < N) be points of strict local
maximum for <p(x,). Construct curves Vj as in Lemma 3.4, which initiate at
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(ßj, fp(ßj)); each TJ must terminate on y0, at some point y0(o,) and F n F' = 0 if
/' #y (otherwise ux = 0 on the boundary of some subdomain of E). Set r° =
y0(sx, a,), TN+1 = y0(aN, L) and denote by Dj the domain bounded by
P, P+ ', Y0(o,, <^+,) and Aq,-,where \j is the part of A«from ßj to /?7+,.
In each y0(a,, aJ+1), 1 < j < N — 1, the sign of t/i(.s) cannot be fixed (otherwise <p
would be monotone in (ßjy ßj+i)); also it cannot happen that the sign will change
precisely once from plus to minus, for otherwise <p(xx)would be increasing in some
interval (/?,, ßj) and decreasing in the interval (ßj, ßJ+x) (by the proof of Theorem
2.1 in the special case of k = 1 given above, when applied to Dj\ notice that ux¡ = 0
on P,P + 1).
It follows that ux(s) changes sign from minus to plus in each interval (a,, aJ+l).
Finally, ux(s) cannot be < 0 in the entire interval (0, o,) (otherwise <p(x,) would be
decreasing for 0 < x, < ßx) and similarly ux(s) cannot be > 0 in the entire interval
(oN+l, L). Thus, the number of sign changes of ux(s) along y0 from plus to minus is
at least k. This completes the proof.
Remark 1. If dQ is C3 at Vx then a g-neighborhood of Vx may be plastic.
Theorem 2.1 extends to this case too. In this case there may be a loop based on
Sx u S2. The part of this loop which is based on Sx is given by 0 < x2 < <p(x,),
0 < x, < b0. In (2.6), Nx is the number of local maximum points of <p(x,) where

0 < x, < v
Remark 2. If (r, 6) are the polar coordinates about the origin, then the function
ue = x,mJC2— x2u is harmonic in every open set where Am = — p.. One can then
show that all the results of Part I extend to the case where A is an arc on a circle
x\ + xf = R2 and the functions dx(s), dx(s), ux(s) are replaced by

do(s) s U (/CO),
— (f(s)

d0(s) = -^ (f(s) + v(s)h(s)),
+ p(s)h(s))

respectively.

We need here the following geometric fact:

if d0(s°) < 0 then d0(s°) < 0.

(4.9)

To prove it, let v° = f(s% x° = /(j°) + K*0)^0) e Q so that d(x°) = |x° - y°\.
Denote by a0 the direction of the tangent to dQ at v° which forms an acute angle
with the direction 0yQ; 0 the origin of the polar coordinates. Denote by a the ray
initiating at x° in the direction of a0. Then the angle \p between x°0 and a satisfies
7T-/2< $ < it. This implies that d0(s°) < 0. Similarly, d0(s°) > 0 implies d0(s°) > 0.

Part II. General

corners

5. Loops based on a line segment. In Part II we allow some of the vertices V¡ to
be reentrant corners. In this section we shall generalize Theorem 2.1 and in the
next section we shall study the plastic set near a reentrant corner.
Let V¡ be a reentrant corner and denote by S¡ (Si+X) the ray tangent to 5, (Si+l)
at V¡ and by l¡ (li+x) the ray perpendicular to S¡(Si+x) and pointing into Q. Denote
by 2, the angular region with opening < it formed by /,, l2. We introduce polar
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coordinates about V¡ so that S¡ is given by 9¡, Si+X is given by 9¡+l, 9¡+x > 9¡,
Qi+\ = ai + &vThen a, > it, and 2,- is given by

According to [3], if a, > it (i.e. V¡ is a strict reentrant corner) then there exists a
continuous positive function y(9), 9¡ <6 < 0i+x, such that

{(r,9);0<r<y(9),9i
<9 <9i+x) a P.
(5.1)
For each 9 G (9¡, 9i+x), set h*(9) = max{r; (r, 9) G P}. Then, by (1.8), (1.10) it
follows that the nearest point on dQ to (h*(9), 9)) is Vt.
The free boundary in Q consists of two parts: the first part is given by
f(s) + i>(s)h(s) with s ¥= s¡, h(s) > 0, and the second part consists of curves

r = h*{9),

9¡<9<9i+x

(Ä*(0)>O)

around each strict reentrant corner. The set

{(r,9);0<r
is called a part-loop

<h*(9)Ji

< 9 < 9i+x)

based on V¡; it is called a loop based on Vi if h*(9¡) = 0,

h*(9i+l) = 0. By [4], h*(9) is analytic for 9¡ < 9 < 9i+v
The function u has bounded first derivatives in E, but they are not continuous at
the points V¡ which are strict reentrant corners. Nevertheless, the analysis of the
level curves T where ux = 0 can be extended
following Phragmen-Lindelof
type result [6].

to the present

case, by using the

Let D be a bounded domain in R2 and let x° be a point of dD. Suppose there is a
line segment a such that a n D = 0 and x° belongs to the closure of a. Let v be a

bounded harmonic function in D and let
y, =

lim inf

v(x, y),

y2~

xeaD,x-oc°

hm sup

t>(x,v).

xedD,x->x°

Then
y, <

lim inf
x<ED,x-*x°

v(x,y)

<

lim sup

v(x,y)

< y2.

x<=D,x^x°

This result implies that T cannot initiate and terminate at the same reentrant
corner; similarly, T cannot start on Xq and terminate at Vj (J = 1 or y = 0; see the
notation of §2) even when Vj is a reentrant corner, etc. Thus the proof of Lemmas

3.2-3.4 can be extended to the present case.
In order to extend Theorem 2.1 to the case where some of the V¡ are reentrant
corners, we still have to study the sign of the function dd/dxx on the part-loops
based at strict reentrant corners V¡.
If S¡ u Si+X form a curve x, = /(x^ in a neighborhood of V¡, then dd/dxx has a
fixed sign in a (^-neighborhood of V¡ as well as for x in the sector 2, (provided
d(x) = |x — 1^1). If Sj u Si+X is not given by x, = /(xj) then it must have the form
x2 = /(x,). Suppose in this case that S¡, Si+X are not tangent to the x,-axis. Then
dx(s) changes sign at s = s¡ (from negative to positive if X! is increasing with s
along dQ, near V¡). In 2, we have the same change of sign of dd/dxx from negative
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to positive as one crosses the ray l0 which initiates at V¡, is parallel to the x2-axis
and is pointing into Q.
If S¡ or Si+X is tangent to the x,-axis (and 5, u S2 cannot be written in the form
x, = l(x2)) then dx(s) may or may not change sign as one crosses s = s¡, but the
same is true of dd/dxx in 2(. (as one crosses /0).
We conclude that the change of sign of dd/dxx along dE when the corresponding
nearest point of dQ varies in a neighborhood of a strict reentrant corner V¡ is the
same as the change of sign of dx(s) at s — sx. Thus, the number of changes of sign
of dd/dxx along dE \ Aq, is the same as the number of changes of sign of dx(s) as
described in §2. This is the content of Lemma 3.1.
The proof of Theorem 2.1 can now be extended with trivial changes to yield the

following.
Theorem 5.1. Theorem 2.1 remains valid even when some of the vertices Vi are
reentrant corners.

Remark.

Theorem 5.1 extends to the case where A is a circular arc (cf. Remark 2

at the end of §4).
6. Loops based on strict reentrant corners. Suppose V¡ is a strict reentrant corner.
We introduce polar coordinates as in §5. The free boundary of the part-loop based
on Vi is given by r = h*(9), 9¡ < 9 < 9i+x. Denote by Af, the number of points of
local maximum of this function.
Let

d(s) = (dd/d9 )(f(s) + v(s)h(s))

along 9ß

and let
k¡ = number of changes of the sign of d(s) from negative to
positive values, as/(j)

moves along Sj+X, Si+2, . . . , ST, Sx, . . . , S¡.

Theorem 6.1. M¡ < k¡.
The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 5.1 (cf. the remarks at the end of

§§4, 5).
In [3] the free boundary was analyzed for some special domains having axis of
symmetry: regular polygons, cracked disc, and cross-shaped domain; the monotonicity of the free boundary was also derived. All these results can also be obtained
by using Theorems 2.1, 5.1 and 6.1. In fact, the present theorems can be applied to
much more general domains than in [3]. We consider, as an example, an L-shaped
domain

Q = Q\ U Q2,

ôi = {(*., x2); -b

<xx <a, 0 < x2 <c),

Q2 = {(x„ x2); 0 < x, < a, - d < x2 < 0}.
Using Theorem 5.1 we find that on each side there is precisely one complete loop,
given by a graph with a unique point of maximum. There is also a loop based in

part at 0 = (0, 0) and given by r = h*(9) (0 < 9 < tt/2); if h*(0) > 0 then the loop
extends to the region —b < x2 < 0, and is given there by 0 < x2 < <p(x,) where
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<p(x,) is strictly monotone increasing for —a < x, < 0, <p(—a) = 0; a similar fact

holds for 9 = m/2. Finally, h*(9) (0 < 9 < it/2) has at most three points of local
maximum.
Consider next a T-shaped domain Q. Using Theorems 2.1, 5.1 and 6.1 we find
that for each side of the boundary there exists at most one loop which is based on
this side. At each reentrant corner there is a part-loop based on it and h*(9)
(0 < 9 < tr/2) has at most three points of local maximum. Since the T domain has
an axis of symmetry, say the x2-axis, we have ux = 0 along this axis. By applying
the proof of Theorems 2.1 and 5.1 in the part of the T lying in x, < 0 (x, > 0) we
find that there cannot actually be a loop which is supported by the side of the T
which is parallel to the x,-axis and which has the reentrant corner as an endpoint.
Numerical computations of the plasticity set for T-shaped domains are given in

[7].
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